
Stopping

Cleansing

Drying

Personal Setting

[STOP]
Stops the operation.

[REAR]
Cleanses your rear.

*The mode changes between [SOFT] (Flickering) and 
[REAR] (Lit) each time the button is pressed.

[SOFT]
Washes your rear with mild water pressure.

[DRYER]
Dries your rear.

[FRONT]
Serves as a bidet for ladies.

[USER1] / [USER2]
You can store your preferred wand position, water pressure and water temperature a setting.

● To store a setting
While cleansing is in progress, set your preferred wand position, water pressure, and warm water 
temperature, and then press and hold [USER 1] or [USER 2] for 2 seconds or longer.
● To use
Press [USER 1] or [USER 2], and then press the button for the cleansing you want to use.
*The wand position and water pressure lamps will light up for about 10 seconds in their set 
positions, and the water temperature display switches.

[OSCILLATING]
●The wand moves back and forth to 

wash your rear thoroughly.
●The setting changes between "ON" and 

"OFF" each time the button is pressed.

[POSITION]
●The wand position can be adjusted to 

the front or rear.
("▲": Moves to the front, "▼": Moves to 
the rear)

[PULSATING]
●Washes with the water pressure

pulsating between soft and strong.
●The setting changes between "ON" and 

"OFF" each time the button is pressed.

[PRESSURE]
●The water pressure strength can be 

adjusted for cleansing functions such 
as REAR.("-": Softer, "+": Stronger)

●Sitting back on the toilet seat makes it easier to adjust the 
wand position and to reduce splashing.

Note

For your information

 ●Water may sometimes come out from around the wand while water 
is warmed up or when it expands in the warm water tank.
 ●As warm water tank is used as hot water system, the temperature 
of warm water may become lower if it is continuously consumed.
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